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Carbon originating from Ubangi (Central African Itepublic) is a dark-colored variety of
polycrystalline diamond resembling Brazilian carbonado. It consists of a porous matrix of
randomly oriented, mainly anhedral crystallites ranging from 0.5 to 20 pm which often
encloses well-formed octahedral and cubic diamonds rvith an edge length of up to 500 pm.
The pores contain inclusions of florencite and small amounts of other minerals which are
usually associated with diamond in alluvial deposits.

IN'rnooucuoN
Until the beginning of this century, the state of Bahia, Brazil was
the sole commercial source of black diamond, the so-calledcarbonado.
Becauseof its polycrystalline habit, this material is extremely tough
and is still much in demand for use in drill bits designedto pierce the
hardest types of rock. As the Brazilian depositswere being played out at
the beginning of this century, the price of carbonadorose dramatically,
but this development was completely reversedaround 1925 when the
rich Central African depositswere put into production. Today, only a
few thousandcarats of drilling grade carbonadoare mined in Brazil each
year, most of the demand for this type of_diamond being covered by
carbonfrom the Ubangi areain the Central African Republic.
Diamond dealers usually reserve the term carbonado for stones of
Brazilian origin, while the African variety is designated as carbon.
Becauseit appears to be well established,this somewhat unfortunate
nomenclaturewill be used throughout this paper. It should thus be kept
in mind that in the present instance the term carbon refers specifically
to the black polycrystallinediamond from central Africa.
Diamond is found throughout the territory of the Central Africian
Republic, but mining is concentratedin two areas: Berbezati, Carnot,
Nola in the West (West Ubangi), and Ouadda,N'Dele in the North-East
(East Ubangi), the two centersbeing some 600 km apart. In the East,
the carbonsare usually small and form only 6 to 7 percent of the total
diamond production, while in the West they are quite large and their
proportion reachesup to 30 percent. In this latter area, large, white,
monocrl'stallinediamonds are relatively rarel this negative correlation
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has been explainedby the assumptionthat carbon was formed in higher
areasof its still unknown matrix where rapid decompressionand cooling
may occur, resulting in a high nucleation rate and the growth of many
small,.imperfectcrystallites.Sincethe Ubangi diamond fields are strictly
sedimentary, carbon would be most abundant in the stratigraphically
lowest depositsformed during the early stagesof erosion. Conversely,
large moncrystalline diamond the growth of which needs a long time
and steady pressure-temperatureconditions would be found in the
lower parts of the matrix which are the last to erode and thus deposited
in the youngestlayers of the sediment.(Bardet, 1959,private communication). It must be noted, however, that the central African diamond
fields consist of cretacious alluvial sandstones and conglomerates; despite a great amount of prospecting and geological surveying' no kimberlite pipes nor any kimerlitic mineral have ever been found in Central
Africa.
Aside from the newly-discoveredfields in the USSR (Central Ural
and Yakutiya), black diamond is found exclusively in Brazil and Central
Africa, which has led to the speculation that these latter deposits may
have a common origin. In fact, the two locations would have been
separatedby lessthan 1300km before the assumedbreak-up of Pangea.
However, despite some microstructural similarities between carbonado
and carbon to be described below, this theory cannot be unequivocally
corroboratedby the presentinvestigation.
Carbon is found in irregularly-shaped lumps with an average diameter
of 8 to 12 mm (approximately 20 carats), although much larger stones
up to severalhundred carat are by no means rare. The largest known
Central African stone weighs 740.25 carats and is exhibited at the
SmithsonianInstitution in Washington D.C.
To our knowledge, most published microstructural work concerning
black diamond was performed on Brazilian samples; reviews of this
literature have been recently published (Trueb and Butterman, 1969;
Trueb and de Wys, 1969).Aside from a report in book-form which deals
mainly with the geography and geology of Ubangi diamond fields
(Bruet, 1952),carbon from Ubangi has receivedvery little attention so
far, despite its easy availability and the mystery surrounding its origin.
Thesereasonsprompted us to undertake the presentinvestigation.
ExpBnruuNrAL RESULTSaxn DrscussroN
All the results reported here were obtained on a seriesof ten carbons
from Ubangi weighing between 4.0 and 5.4 carat; they were chosen
randomly from a 20,000carat batch. It could not be ascertainedwhether
the samplesoriginated from.East or West Ubangi.
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Frc. 1. Two samples of carbon from Ubangi, as received.
Background subdivisions: 1 mm.

The sampleswere uniformly dark-gray to black and were either dull
or lustrous, depending on the eimount of polishing they received after
erosion and subsequenttransport by the drainage svstem. Also, some
of the samples were obviously fragments of larger stones, while others
were in the form of bean-shaped,well-rounded pebbles. The surfaces
were usually pitted and contained variable numbers of irregularlyshapedporeswith a diameter of 100 to 300 pm, often filled with reddishbrown to yellowish-whiteimpurities. Figure 1 shows the surfacestructure of two representative specimens.
The densities as determined by a precision pycnometric method
varied from 3.176 to 3.301,the averagevalue being 3.292 g-cm-3. Since
the density or pure white diamond is 3.511 g. cD-3, the averageporositv
of the sampleswas 6.2 percent.
Inclusions.The distribution of the inclusionswas determinedby contact
X-ray radiography. For this purpose, the carbons were tied to a piece
of KODAK high resolution plate by means of "Saran Wrap" and exposed for a few secondsto nickel-filteredcopper radiation. A modified
Debye-Scherrer camera operated without collimators and provided
with a pinhole aperture at the incident beam porthole was used. Photographic enlargementswere prepared directly from the resulting exposures and two examples are given in Figure 2. Sample A in Fig. 2 contained a reiatively large amount of inclusions or aggregatesthereof, the
size of which varied from 40 to 500 prm.Sample B contained considerably
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Frc. 2. X-ray contact radiographs of the two carbons shown in Fig. 2.
(\,Iagnification 15le higher). The black spots are inclusions.

fewer highly absorbing inclusions and their average diameter was approximately 60 pm. In the latter instanceseveralareaswith a preferred
orientation of the inclusions could be observed, which may be due to a
more or less parallel alignment of the pores; this effect has already been
noted in carbonado,where it occursto a considerableextent (Trueb and
Brrtterman, 1969).
Fracture SurJaces.In order to investigate the microstructural features of
the bulk of the Specimens,fresh fracture surfaces were produced by
carefully crushing the carbons in a large vise. Considerable force was
required to that effect, and the jaws of the vise were usually dented
extensively before fracture occurred with a loud report. The light-gray
fractured interfaces were then examined by light-optical, scanning and
transmissionelectron microscopy.
Figure 3 shows the appearance of a fracture interface of one of the
more porous specimens(p:3.267 B.cm-r; in the light microscopeat low
magnification. The individual crystallites cannot be resolved very clearly
in this instance since the irregularly fractured interfaces emit a great
many specular reflections. Ifowever, the presence of a considerable
number of usually elongated pores is clearly evident. Furthermore, close
examination of the pores showed that they contained inclusions which
often filled them out completely, which is difficult to recognize in black
and white photographs.
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Figure 4 is a scanningelectronmicrograph showing the fracture interface of a relativelv pore-free specimen (p: 3.335 g. cm-3). At this
magnification, the diamond crystallites appear to be mainly anhedral,
and their size rangesfrom 2 to 40 pm, the main fraction having a diameter of 5 to 10 pm.
Figure 5 shows rather large monocrystals distributed within the
matrix of 10 pcmcrystallites.This feature, while not being unusual, was

roo
-_. F
Irrc. 3. Fracture interface of Ubangi carbon showing eiongated
pores and inlergranular inclusions.

observedonly in part of the carbon samples.In this instance the edge
Iength was of the order of 250 pm. This crystal was fractured during
crushing and only its cross-sectioncan be seenin Figure 5; it exhibits
the characteristic pattern of steps which appears whenever diamond
breaks under the effect of stressesthat are not parallel to a cleavage
plane. At the lower right in Figure 5, a smaller, well-preservedoctahedron with an edge length of 100 pm (arrow) can be seen with two
{111} planes emergingfrom the polycrystallinematrix. These relatively
large crystals usually appearedin clustersand their surfaceswere often
peeledout of the surroundingmaterial during crushing,which indicates
relatively poor adhesion to the matrix. Carbons with inclusions of large
octahedraland sometimescubic diamond crystalswere thus presumably
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Frc.4.

Scanning electron micrograph of fracture intBrface.

Frc. 5. Scanning electron micrograph showing cross-section of large diamond crystal
(center) and smaller octahedron (lower right, arrow) embedded in the polycrystalline
matrix.
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{ormed in two stages:a slow nucleation and growth processleading to
small but near-perfectcrystals, followed by the formation of a matrix
of mainly anhedral, small and disordered crystallites which appeared
under conditions favoring a high nucleation rate, most likelv a rapid
releaseof pressuredue to a seismicor volcanicprocess.
In order to gain more detailed information about the size,shape and
fracture mode of the diamond crystallites in carbon, freshly fractured
interfaces were replicated by means of a two-stage celluloseacetate,/
carbon rrethod with platinum palladium pre-shadowing.These replicas
were examinedby electronmicroscopl-;Figures6 and 7 are representative
micrographs depicting the substructure of the polycrvstalline matrix.
Figure 6 shows densely packed and interlocked crvstallites the size oI
which varies from less than I to 20 pm. While the larger crvstallites
appeared to be mainiv anhedral, octahedra and deformed octahedra
were often observedwithin the 1 to 4 trrmrange. Both the intergranular
and transgranular fracture mode were apparent, the latter usuallf involving {111} cleavagewhich leads either to verl'smooth surfacesor

Frc. 6. Electron micrograph of fracture interface of Ubangi carbon, showing both
intergranular and transgranular fracture. (Replica)
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Frc. 7. Electron micrograph of fracture interface; the individual crystai)ites
are outlined by intergranular cracks or voids. (Replica)

patterns of steps with alternating directions, depending on the orientation of the crystallites with respect to the stress applied when breaking
the specimen.
Intergranular fracture exposesthe true crystallite boundaries which
invariably exhibit a mottled pattern (Fig.6, top right). Close examination revealed that this mottling consisted of large numbers of minute
octahedraranging from 200 to 1500A and arrangedin preferredorientation on each crystal facet. Analysis of the shadow direction on the
replica showed that all these octahedra were depressionson the outer
surface of the crystallites. They may thus be negative crystals formed
under the effect of gases or fluids (e.g., carbon dioxide which is often
found as an inclusion in monocrystalline diamond) entrapped under high
pressurebetweentwo adjacentboundaries.
Similar features can also be observed in Figure 7 in which a majority
of the crystallitesare outlined by relatively broad black ribbons. This is
an artifact due to the intrusion of replicating plastic between crystallites,
but indicatesthe presenceof intersticesor cracksat the grain boundaries'
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l-tc. 8. liracture interface of 250 pm diamond crystal embedded
in the polycrystalline matrix. (Replica)

Most of the cleavedsurfaceswere practically featureless,the main imperfectionsbeing seriesof lens-shapedvoids with a length of 0.2 to 0.3
pm and a width of 200 to 600 A appearingin parallel ur*y. and running
in one or two definitedirections.(Fig. 7, upper left).
A somewhat unusual fracture pattern of one of the large diamond
crystalsembeddedin the polycrystallinematrix is shown in Figure 8. In
this instance the stress applied to fracture the stone must have been
oriented rather exactly in the [100]direction, which resultedin localized.
symmetrical cleavageon {111} planes forming a pattern of similarly
orientedoctahedraextendingover the entire fracture surface.
Although the crystallites themselvesapparently contain small numbers of more or Iessspheroidalinclusions,the bulk of the inclusionswere
found either within pores or along grain boundarieswhere they causea
partial coating of the diamond crystallites. Figure 9 shows that the
inclusions apparently seeped into the sample through intergranular
gaps, forming irregular patterns of more or less aggregated0.1 to 0.5
prm diameter hexagonal platelets. No satisfactory extraction replicas
were obtained of such surfaces,so that the identification of the platelets
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Fig. 9. Fracture interface of Ubangi carbon showing small pore fiiled with foreign phase
(arrow) and platelet-shaped inclusions which seeped into the intergranular voids. (Replica)

by selectedarea electron diffraction was not possible.However, their
geometry suggeststhat they consist of florencite, the most abundant
inclusion in the carbons as reported below.
DefectsWi,thin Diamond, Crystallites. In order to investigate the defects
and possiblemicroinclusionswithin the diamond crystallitesthemselves,
the smallestfragments obtained by crushing carbonswere dispersedon
specimen support grids coated with a fi.lm of amorphous carbon and
examined by transmission electron microscopy. Figure 10 shows several
concentricdislocationloops in what appearsto be a Frank-Read source:
a dislocationhelix and two isolateddislocationsbowing out from one of
the edgesof the crystallite are also observed.The dislocation density
determinedfrom a seriesof micrographssimilar to Figure 10 by means
of a grid-interceptmethod (KEH, 1960)was 108to 1010
cm-2, the samples
being tilted in the electron microscopefor maximum dislocation contrast. Although at least part of thesedefectswere presumably produced
during crushing, the relatively high density of dislocations tends to indi-
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Flc. 10. Transmission electron micrograph of carbon fragment showing
dislocations and dislocation loops (center).

cate a significant level of residual stress.This is not unexpectedsince
the crystallitesare believed to have grown under conditions well above
equilibrium, resulting in rapid nucleation. These observations were
further corroborated by electron spin reasonancemeasurements of
powderedsampleswhich had been boiled for at least t hr in hydrofluoric
acid to remove all inclusions.A singlet signal was obtained in the position characteristicfor free electrons,and the concentrationof free electrons was found to be approximately 2.6X1017,which compares with a
published value of 6.6X10tt for Brazilian carbonado (Mears and Bowman, 1966). Becauseof differencesin the particle size distribution and
the resulting packing density in the specimen holder, these values are
prone to significant errors; however, a direct qualitative comparison
confi.rmedthat the free electron density of Brazilian material is significantly higher than that of the Ubangi variety.
Other types of lattice defects which were occasionallyobserved in
fragments of carbon were dislocation loops resulting presumably from
the collapseof vacancv discs,and elongateddislocationdipoles (Figures
11 and 12) which are commonly found in monocrystallinediamondsand
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Frc. 11. Transmission electron micrograph showing
dislocation loops and helices.

are assumedto be causedby high-temperaturemotion of screw dislocation containing long jogs (Evans and Phaal, 1962).Although a number
of fragments in (100) orientation were carefully examined, the characteristic defect patterns indicating the presenceof nitrogen platelets as described by Evans and Phaal (1962) could not be observed. From this
point of view, the crystallites forming the carbons can be classifiedas
Type II, although no spectroscopicdata are availableto corroboratethis
point.
Figure 12 and many other fragments of carbon that were examined,
showed evidence that they contained inclusions, mainly in the form of
hexagonalor rectangularparticles.However, such evidencealone is not
sufficient to decide whether a given suspectedinclusion is truly situated
within a crystallite or simply happens to be a fragment adhering to one
of its surfaces. For this reason, the samples were tilted in the electron
microscopeuntil a set of extinction fringes appeared. Only in the instanceof true inclusionswill a break in the fringe pattern occur; particles
adhering to a surface have no effect on the fringes. By means of this
method, it was determined that the great majority of suspectedinclu-
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Fro. 12. Transmission electron micrograph showing dislocaticn
d i p o l e sa n d s u s p e c t e di n c l u s i o n s .

sions did not pass the test, and only very few true incltrsionswere observed. This scarcity confirms the result of the study by replication
reported above.The diameter of the inclusionsobservedbv transmission
electron microscopy was usually below 500 A, which precluded their
identification by selectedarea diffraction.
Amount and Composition of Impuriti,es. The above findings further confirm previous evidencethat the majority of the impurities found in carbon is confinedto pores,cracks and intergranularinterstices.In order to
determine the total amount of theseimpurities, a seriesof fragments of
carbon weighing0.5 to 1 carat were heated in air at 1100'C for 2 to 3 hr.
This causedtotal combusionof the diamond, the residue consistingof
sponge-likeskeletal polycrystalline structures ranging from yellowish
to brown-gray, still assuming the original shape of the carbon fragments, and small yellowish-white single crvstals with an edge length
varying between 10 and 30 pm. The weight of this ash was used to determine the percentagevalue of inclusionswhich scatteredbetween 1.7 and
3.6 percent,the averagebeing 2.5 percent.
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The elemental constituents of the ash particles were determined by
electron probe microanalysis.The results are listed in Table 1 and are
identical to the elementalcompositionsobtainedfor inclusionsthat were
directly extracted from the carbon specimensas describedin the next
paragraph. Because of possible modifications of the minerals during
combustion and microscopic evidence that the ash particles consisted
of complex mixtures, only a cursory identification by powder X-ray
diffraction was conducted in this instance. It showed that the main
constituents of the skeletal fraction was florencite with variable amounts
of magnetitite, rutile, ilmenite, akermanite, and gehlenite. The small
singlecrystals consistedof monazite and quartz.
In order to obtain a more detailed, localized and nondestructive
analysis of the impurities in carbon, inclusions were extracted individually under a binocular microscopeby means of a fine needle,both
from the outside of the stonesand from freshly fractured interfaces.In
this instance, the identification proceeded by combining electron probe
microanalysis with X-ray diffraction and in some instances electron diffraction and polarization microscopy.The results are listed in Table 2
and show that the predominating inclusion was the rare-earth phosphate
florencite which, besidescerium, contained easily detectable amounts of
Ianthanum, praseodymium,neodymium, and samarium.
The presenceof rare earths in carbon is of specialinterest since they
have been detected in diamond-bearins alluvial sediments in Brazii
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TABLE 2

in Ubangi Carbons
Inclusions
External
(removed fron outside
Pores)

Conposition

Mineral

CarAl.rSiOr-CaZMgSiZO..

Akermanite-gehleoite
serpentine

aluninian

5MgO'A12O3'3S].O2'4H20

Florencite

( C e , L a , P r , N d , S m )A 1 , ( P o 4 ) ( O H ) 6
2

Hisingerite

(rJirr*ro

flnenite

FeO'TiO

Kaolinite

A12Si2O5(OH)

Pyrophyllire

A12O3'4SiO2.H2O

Quartz

sio2

Rutile

Tio2

Weinschenkite

. + a " " : *r.) ( s i r . o r r . J + z A l o .z ) o r o

2
2

P
411
( c h u r c h i E e) ( Y , E r , L a , N d , C e)
ZO
r O a ' Z O5 '

Inclusions
Internal
(renoved from freshly

in UbaDgi Carbons
interfaces)
fractured
I

Composition

Mineral
serpentine

Aluninian
High-A1

chlorite

(anesite?)

5MeO'AlrOr'3SiOZ'

4HZO

4MgO'2AL203'2SiOZ'4HZO

chromite

Fe0'CrrO,

Florencite

( Ce, La ,Pr , Nd, Sn) A1 (Po4) (oE)
6
2
3

Ilmenite

Fe0'Ti02

Magnetite

Fe-0,

Perovskite

Cao' Tio

Quartz

sio2

0livine

(Fer Mg)rSi0O

Rutile

Tio

2

2

(the so-calledfavas), the origin of which has not yet been determined.
It is worth noticing in this connection that rare earths also occur in
kimberlites; more particularly, it has been found that the kimberlites
in Yakutil'a are typified by an unusually high cerium content by com-
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parison with the lithosphere in general and many magmatic rocks
(Bardet 1969).This point is thus confirmedby the presentinvestigation.
AIso, the yellowish gravel (so-calledfeoes) cited by Bruet (1952) as
typically associatedwith central African diamond and assumed by the
above author to be a phosphateis very likely to be florencite and thus
closely related to the Brazilian favas. The presenceof florencite but the
absenceof allanite found in Brazilian carbonado (Trueb and de Wys,
1969)deservessome attention. Allanite is a typical accessorymineral in
deep-seatedigneousrocks where the temperature conditions have been
such as to allow a stable epidote type structure. The occurrenceof
florencite which is closely related to the alunite group, tends to indicate
an associationwith an acid type volcanic rock subjected to sulfuric
acid solution or vapors. Such conditions are typically those of the high
pressuresand high temperatureswhich are characteristicof fumaroles.
The occurrenceof Weinschenkite which is often associatedwith gypsum
in volcanic regions, is indicative of the replacement of calcium by rare
earths in a magmatic residual.
Perovskitehas not been previously detected as an inclusion in monocrystalline diamond. According to Bardet (1970) citing the theories of
Milashev, it is consideredas an inhibitor for diamond formation in
kimberlites. Whether this point is also related to the scarcity of gooc
monocrystallinediamonds in deposits rich in carbon remains an open
question.
The occurrenceof olivine, ilmenite, rutile, magnetite, chromite, and
the mellilites indicates a basic hypo to mesothermaltype of intrusive.
Pyrophillite is typical of schistoserocks and is also found in the Minas
Geraes area of Brazil in foliated massesof great extent. Finally, the
occurrenceof kaolinite and hisingeriteis probably indicative of secondary alteration. It is worth noticing that rutile, magnetite, quartz, and
ilmenite are cited by Bruet (1952) as being among the typical satellites
of diamond, i.e. these minerals are invariably associatedwith diamond
in sedimentary depositsformed by multiple-stageerosion and concentration of heavy components.
The presenceof graphite as an impurity in carbon in amounts close
to the detectability limit of X-ray diffraction is suspected, but could
not be confirmed unambiguously due to the overlap of all strong graphite
Iines by reflections caused by some of the minerals listed in Table II.
The particular combination of minerals found in carbons tends to indicate a basic high temperature,high pressureintrusive into a more acidic
metamorphosedhost. There is Iittle doubt that the diamonds were associated for at least part of their history with some type of volcanic activity. The fact that no volcanic pipes have been found so far in Ubangi
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could readily be due to the presenceof deep layers of sedimentsof the
large lake which covered the entire Ubangi area during the tertiarl-.
Furthermore, the lateritic coveragein central Africa is a considerable
obstacleto geologicalprospectionof this area.
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